MASERGY’S SD-WAN WINS 2017 VISIONARY SPOTLIGHT AWARD
SD-WAN Offers Agile and Cost-Effective Connectivity
With Global Deployment Options
DALLAS – June 20, 2017 – Masergy today announced that its managed
SD-WAN service has received a 2017 Visionary Spotlight Award from
ChannelVision Magazine in the SD-WAN Best Channel Deployment category.
The company’s innovative SD-WAN solution supports premise, cloud and
virtualized deployments as well as any combination of broadband and
high-performance private WAN connections — reducing the risk of
“all-or-nothing” connectivity.
“Masergy is an innovator in developing and leveraging technologies
that transform enterprise networking,” said Paul Ruelas, Director of Network
Products, Masergy. “We are proud that ChannelVision Magazine has recognized
our SD-WAN solution as a valuable offering for our channel partners that brings
rapid deployment, simplified change management, real-time analytics and
service control to customers.”
Masergy’s SD-WAN Pro supports businesses that require the highest degree of
performance and optimum network agility. Masergy also recently introduced a
second offering in its family of fully managed SD-WAN solutions, SD-WAN Go.
The integrated solution lets companies use existing or new connections (private,
dedicated, broadband or 4G) to securely route data across the public Internet
and over Masergy’s Software-Defined Platform.

ChannelVision’s Visionary Spotlight Awards competition highlights channel and
service provider innovation in communications. ChannelVision judges based their
selections on innovation, industry impact, feature set differentiation, as well as
ease-of-use and interoperability.

About Masergy
Masergy owns and operates the largest independent Software Defined Platform
in the world, delivering hybrid networking, managed security and cloud
communication solutions to global enterprises. Our patented technology,
customizable solutions and unmatched customer experience are why a growing
number of leading organizations rely on Masergy to deliver performance beyond
expectations. Learn more about Masergy and follow us on our blog Transforming
Enterprise IT, Twitter @Masergy, LinkedIn and Facebook.
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